We investigate the transmission performance of advanced modulation formats in nonlinear regenerative channels based on cascaded phase sensitive amplifiers. We identify the impact of amplitude and phase noise dynamics along the transmission line and show that after a cascade of regenerators, densely packed single ring PSK constellations outperform multi-ring constellations. The results of this study will greatly simplify the design of future nonlinear regenerative channels for ultra-high capacity transmission.
Introduction
The exponentially increasing data traffic due to extensive use of broadband services imposes a continuing pressure for technological innovation in the physical layer of the optical network to meet the future high capacity demands. With the optical transmission bandwidth being limited to ∼ 5 THz by the commercially available erbium doped fiber amplifier technology, a dramatic increase in the spectral efficiency of the transmission link will be required [1] . At the same time, the need to maintain a reducing cost per bit of transmitted data suggests that any serious attempt to upgrade system capacity should start from legacy network infrastructures before going to major deployments of new fiber cables, e.g. by adopting space division multiplexing technologies [2] . The use of modulation formats with multi-level signaling represents a technologically mature and cost efficient way to achieve this goal [3] . However, increasing the constellation complexity makes the signal more vulnerable to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and to a variety of linear and nonlinear fiber link impairments [4] . Therefore, to support transmission over long distances frequent use of in-line regeneration will be unavoidable. To minimize cost, in-line regeneration would ideally be compatible with complex constellations [5] and operate over multiple wavelengths simultaneously [6] . Such features are most likely to be the result of all-optical approaches, making the use of advanced forward error correction (FEC) at regeneration site difficult. Considering a fiber channel as the link between two nodes implementing FEC, all-optical regenerators would result in future high capacity fiber channels being highly nonlinear [7] even in the absence of nonlinear transmission impairments such as those considered in [1] [2] [3] [4] and [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Thus, a new channel type arises, which we call regenerative channel, where optimization of signal modulation and coding is crucial for high capacity transmission. Contrary to the well known linear cases or conventional nonlinear channels, where continuous bi-Gaussian constellations or ring constellations have respectively proved to be the optimum solution [4] , for regenerative channels the problem still remains unsolved. Even for the conventional nonlinearchannel, where nonlinearity plays only a detrimental role in signal transmission, significant benefits in capacity can be acquired by optimizing the modulation format [7] , [17] [18] . In regenerative channels, where nonlinearity has a higher and constructive impact, a stronger connection between the input modulation and the system parameters should be expected.
Up-to-date, a number of regeneration techniques have been proposed making use of different nonlinear device technologies, e.g. semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [19] [20] [21] [22] or fibers [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] in various subsystem configurations, e.g. Mach-Zehnder [21] [22] or non-linear loop mirrors (NOLMs) [24] [25] [26] . It has been shown [19] , [24] [25] [26] , [30] that most of them can support large regenerator cascades and bring significant improvements in the overall system capacity and transmission distance. However, they were primarily designed to address binary channels offering optimization only in the amplitude and pulse shape of the optical signal. Recent developments in all-optical signal processing have created a new type of nonlinear element, i.e. the phase sensitive amplifier (PSA) [27] [28] [29] , which can provide multi-level nonlinear response in the phase of the input optical field [29] , [5] . Due to this property PSA technology is compatible with a broader variety of signal constellations than binary ASK regenerators and can support the development of digital fiber links for long haul transmission at much higher spectral efficiencies. Recent experiments [30] have already demonstrated a cascadability of more than 100 PSA elements enabling transmission of BPSK signals over distance larger than 5000 km. For higher spectral efficiencies a careful selection of the modulation format is required, due to the strong interplay between the noise and the non-linear transfer function of the PSA, to improve the overall transmission performance beyond the limits of linear [31] and nonilnear optical channels [13] , [7] , [32] .
In this paper we have addressed the aforementioned problem by investigating signal transmission along digital channels formed by cascaded PSAs. Through extensive numerical simulations we compared the performance of a variety of 8-and 16-symbol constellation diagrams and discussed how their performance is affected by the number of cascaded nonlinear ele- ments. We showed that as the number of phase regenerators increases along the transmission link densely packed phase shift keying formats outperform formats with multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation.
Simulation model
We have considered a transmission system of identical cascaded 2R regenerators based on PSA technology placed equidistantly along the fiber link, see Fig. 1(a) . Since the goal of this study is to capture the main performance features of the transmission system and to focus on the impact of the signal regenerative mechanisms in the selection of the optimum format, a simplified representation of the full system model has been adopted. According to this, PSAs have been modeled by static elements of specific amplitude and phase response [29] and the impairments by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). AWGN can be considered as a representation not only of the amplified spontaneous emission noise [33] [34] (linear channel between regenerators), but also of the inter-channel distortions due to Kerr nonlinearity in the fiber (nonlinear channel between regenerators) [8] , as well as, of the signal-nonlinear noise interactions that might also arise [9] . The validity of the approach has been verified both theoretically [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and experimentally [14] , and it has been widely used for estimating capacity limits in nonlinear fiber channels [13] , [15] , [16] . Figure 1 (b) illustrates the details of the proposed simplified simulation model. The propagation of the complex signal y k at the k th (k = 1...R + 1) regenerative section is described by the stochastic equation y k = T (y k−1 ) + n k , where T is the regenerative transfer function of the PSA and n k is the zero-mean AWGN noise of the k-th section with variance N, and S is the average signal power at the input of the transmission link. We assume that within each section the fiber loss of each span is compensated by subsequent amplifier and that deterministic impairments are ideally removed. We also note that our proposed model is generic and it can be used for various set of parameters and amplification schemes. Whilst this paper is focused on the effectiveness of the noise suppression mechanisms rather than the origins of the Gaussian noise itself, effective channel signal to noise ratios may be readily calculated from physical link parameters using the conventional formalism. Thus for simplicity, the point-to-point transmission system may be characterized by a single parameter, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as the ratio of the average signal power at the input of the transmission system to the total power of the linearly added noise along the line:
This is equivalent to the signal to noise ratio of the corresponding linear system, i.e. at the absence of regenerative elements, it is directly related to the total system length, and it can provide a common reference for a fair comparison of systems with different regenerative properties. Each PSA is modeled as an M-level phase quantizer, which can be practically realized by a dual pump non-degenerate four wave mixing scheme of the input signal r in e iϕ in with its (M − 1) -order harmonic (idler) [29] . Assuming operation in the linear regime of the amplifier, i.e. the signal power is much lower than the power of the local pumps, the PSA transfer function is given by:
To ensure that the average signal power is not changed by the regenerative transformation, the signal T (y k ) at the output of each PSA is normalized so that < |y k | 2 >=< |T (y k )| 2 >. Note that the regenerative function depends only on the phase of the input signal. The parameter m represents the amplitude ratio between the signal and its idler and has a critical role in defining the phase noise suppression properties of the PSA. Our recent analytical study [35] has identified m = 1/(M − 1) as the optimum value, which provides a flat phase response at the alphabet points of the signal, enabling maximum phase noise suppression and regenerative performance along the link. The amplitude and phase response of an 8-level PSA with an optimized mparameter are depicted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . Its phase response has a periodic staircase shape with plateau regions around the signal alphabet points. This periodicity suggests that only constellation diagrams with phase symmetry can be handled by the specific PSA scheme, although it can become the building block of more complex configurations that will allow dealing with rectangular M-QAM signals [36] . In the considered regenerative system we have investigated numerically the transmission of different advanced modulation formats and have compared their performance by calculating the symbol error rate (SER) at the receiving end. The SER has been chosen as the most suitable figure of merit for performance characterization as it reflects directly the impact of regeneration on the transmitted symbols and enables comparison of different constellation diagrams, including those for which coding (including Grey coding) has not been yet developed. The SER has been calculated using the Monte Carlo method [37] on transmitted 2 23 -length sequences of randomly generated symbols. The long sequence length ensured a confidence interval better than 99 • / • for the SER estimator even at values of 10 −6 .
Results and discussion
We start our analysis by investigating the transmission performance of three different 8-symbol constellations with phase symmetry, as a function of the number of cascaded PSA regenerators in the link. The single ring 8-PSK is compared against the 2-ASK/4-PSK and 8-star QAM formats [4] , which combine phase shift keying and amplitude shift keying modulation. To make the comparison fair the average symbol energy was kept the same for all these cases. Figure  3 shows the corresponding constellation diagrams and symbol error rates (SER) calculated at fixed SNR=15dB for the linear system (index 0), and when having a single, 10, and 20 regenerators in the link, indicated by respective indexes. The impact of PSAs in suppressing phase noise is apparent in each constellation and it becomes more effective when the number of inline regenerative elements is increased. However, this does not necessarily bring improvement in the symbol error rate performance. From three examined cases, the PSK format experiences the largest improvement as its log 10 (SER) drops from -2.62 for the linear system to -10 after inserting 20 equally spaced PSA regenerative elements into the same system. For the 2-ASK/4- PSK the SER improves significantly less in comparison to the non-regenerated case, whilst for the 8-star QAM the improvement is negligible for regenerators with either M=4 or M=8 (M=4 is shown above). This is because the latter two formats are more susceptible to amplitude distortions, which remain unsuppressed along the transmission line and, moreover, their performance is further degraded by the phase-to-amplitude conversion mechanism in the PSA, see Fig. 2(b) .
The SER performance of the 8-star QAM cannot be improved due to the dominance of unsuppressed amplitude noise see curves c10 and c20 in Fig. 3 . Therefore, their use is not suitable for PSA based regenerative links as it brings negligible impact in performance improvement. Furthermore, despite the π/4 phase shift the points of the 2-ASK/4-ASK constellation have experienced, the robustness of the format against amplitude distortion has not been increased due to the erroneous transitions between the inner ring points (see constellations with index b in Fig. 3) , that are still high and affect the overall SER performance.
The SER as a function of the SNR for the aforementioned 8-symbol constellations and for different number of regenerative elements is shown in Fig. 4 . As expected, in the absence of in-line regeneration the best performing format is the 2-ASK/4-ASK, followed by the 8-PSK and then the 8-star QAM. Placing a phase regenerator in the middle of the link changes this order as the 8-PSK is improved significantly in contrast to the other two cases. For the latter formats a slight SER degradation is noticed, due to phase-to-amplitude noise conversion. The influence of this mechanism can be moderated by cascading more PSA elements in the link to bring down the average phase noise power so that a minimum amount of additional amplitude noise is created.
We have analyzed further the amplitude and phase distortion dynamics of the aforementioned constellations at the receiver as a function of the number of cascaded regenerators in the transmission line. Figure 5(a) shows how the errors in amplitude ε r and phase ε ϕ were defined with respect to the individual error vectors ε T . Figures 5(b) and 5(c) depict the total, amplitude and phase distortions, normalized to the total accumulated noise power of the linear system < |ε 0 | 2 >. The normalization factor is independent on the type of modulation format and is a function of SNR only. Therefore, it allows to make fair comparison of the distortion in the units of the linear system (in the linear system the normalized total distortion is unity and phase and amplitude distortions are equal to 0.5). Furthermore, due to the modulation independency it provides a reference for comparing different modulation formats. In Fig. (5b) the transmission link was characterized by a fixed SNR of 15 dB. Note, that for large SNR values, when the phase noise is small so that the phase distortion is occurred within the plateau area, increasing the number of in-line regenerators reduces the accumulated phase distortion at the end of the link equally for each of the examined formats. However, for lower SNRs values, signals with lower number of phase states are expected to outperform as they will experience a more effective suppression of their phase noise from the corresponding PSA transfer function. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5(c) , where the normalized distortion (in green the amplitude distortion and in blue the phase distortion) has been calculated for signals of different PSK order as a function of the SNR at the end of a line with 10 cascaded regenerators. The influence of the PSA transfer function on the accumulation of the amplitude noise is also depicted in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). Due to the PSA induced phase-to-amplitude conversion an increase of the amplitude distortion is observed at the end of the line, which is different for each constellation. Specifically, 8-star QAM signals experience the least amplitude noise enhancement, as they are processed by 4-level PSAs that are more robust to this effect, compared to the other two cases (2-ASK/4-ASK, 8-PSK), which require PSAs of 8-levels. Furthermore, since the nonlinear transformation induces a mixing of signal and noise, the phase-to-amplitude noise is additionally enhanced for two amplitude level signals compared to the PSK formats with the same average energy, see Fig. 5(c) . However, the enhancement is incremental and saturates to a constant value as the number of regenerators is increased.
Finally, we have extended the analysis to modulation formats of higher complexity by considering 16-symbol constellations of different geometry and evaluating their performance in systems of cascaded phase regenerators. The performance of the single ring 16-PSK constellation has been benchmarked against the dual ring diagrams of 2-ASK/8-PSK and 2-ASK/8-PSK shifted, the four-ring 4-ASK/4-PSK shifted format, and finally the 16-star QAM. Figure 6 depicts the corresponding constellation diagrams at the input of the link, as well as, at the receiver after different numbers of cascaded regenerators. For the formats presented here, the effects of phase regeneration discussed above become more pronounced, in particular the trade-off between the efficiency of phase squeezing and the impact of phase-to-amplitude conversion.
The SER performance as a function of the SNR of the 16 point constellations of Fig. 6 is depicted in Fig. 7 . Though amplitude modulated formats surpass densely-packed PSK for linear transmission, as the number of PSAs increases the SER associated with 16-PSK is gradually improved, and eventually the 16-PSK outperforms all other examined formats. Therefore, PSK signal modulation proves to be the most beneficial for transmission in PSA based regenerative links as it experiences the best SER improvement. As with the 8-symbol example, this is attributed to the intrinsic robustness of the PSK format against the amplitude noise, whereas, the multi-ring constellations are more vulnerable to this effect. Applying phase shift on the different rings of the constellations does not bring major improvement in their SER performance.
Conclusions
We have investigated the transmission performance of non-linear regenerative channels based on cascaded PSAs and we have explored the impact of the phase and amplitude noise accumulation mechanisms in the selection of the optimum modulation format. The results demonstrate that densely packed PSK formats are highly favored by the phase squeezing properties of the channel for high capacity transmission. On the other hand, the use of multi-amplitude level ring constellations brings minor improvements in SER performance as the benefits of phase regeneration are counterbalanced by the enhancement of the amplitude noise imposed by the phase to amplitude conversion in the PSAs. In particular, we find that the use of PSA regeneration with a 16-PSK signal outperforms the linear transmission performance of the 8-QAM system by 2 orders of magnitude in SER at an SNR of 16dB, suggesting that a system employing phase regenerators has the potential to offer higher point to point capacities than conventional dual quadrature transmission systems. We anticipate that the addition of a small level of amplitude regeneration to resist the phase to amplitude noise conversion process will further enhance the performance of the regenerative channel with respect to the conventional nonlinear channel.
